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Dear Senator______________________.

President Obama and the U.S. State Department are considering a proposal from oil giant TransCanada to build a 1,700 mile pipeline across the Midwest to pump dangerous tar sands crude from Alberta, Canada, to refineries in Texas and Louisiana.

According to University of Calgary oil economist Philip Verleger, Keystone XL will increase gas prices in the Midwest by 10 to 20 cents per gallon—putting the brakes on job creation and driving up costs for working families.

The pipeline would expose the Ogallala aquifer to grave risk, putting the livelihood of farmers and ranchers, and the drinking water for millions of Americans in the hands of a company with a dismal safety record—including fourteen spills this past year alone from a similar pipeline. Even worse, this project locks us into decades of dependence on dirty oil exactly when we should be investing in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

Please oppose any attempt to approve the Keystone XL pipeline.

NAME:_________________________________________________________ EMAIL:______________________________________________

ADDRESS:____________________________________________________ PHONE #:___________________________________________

www.dirtyoilsands.org/midwestgas